Platelet size and shape in hereditary giant platelet syndromes on blood smear and in suspension: evidence for two types of abnormalities.
Platelet size on blood smear is compared with platelet size and shape in suspension (i.e., whole blood and citrated platelet-rich plasma [PRP]) for normal donors and 16 patients with hereditary "giant" platelet syndromes (HGPS), including Bernard-Soulier syndrome (BSS) (seven patients), Montreal platelet syndrome (MPS) (three patients), May-Hegglin anomaly (one patient) and Rafael platelet defect (one patient). In whole blood platelet shape is normal for HGPS, but in PRP for 10 of 16 patients with HGPS there is a decrease in the proportion of smooth, discoid-shaped platelets (discocytes [D]). The platelets of all patients with HGPS had abnormally large mean volume (VT) and increased size on peripheral blood smear. Furthermore, 12 of 16 patients with HGPS, including six of seven donors with BSS, had abnormally large discocytes. The measured size of HGPS shape-changed platelets was compared with the size predicted from the size of the D by assuming that the relationship between the size of shape-changed platelets and D was the same as observed for normal donors. In this manner it was shown that for all donors with BSS and MPS, the shape-changed platelets are disproportionately larger than the D. In contrast, in the remaining patients with HGPS the size of the shape-changed platelets was consistent with the size predicted from the D. Examination of VT for MPS as a function of time after addition of 10 mumol/L adenosine diphosphate to PRP revealed an abnormal time course, thereby pointing to an abnormality in the mechanisms that regulate platelet size during shape change. With the lone exceptions of BSS and MPS, the size of platelets on blood smear was well correlated with the total platelet plasma membrane surface area as measured by the osmotic spherocyte method. Our observations point to two distinct abnormalities in platelet size in HGPS: a disproportion between the size of D and "shape-changed" platelets, which may be related to an abnormal shape change and which is observed only for MPS and BSS, and an abnormal increase in platelet size on blood smear, which appears to reflect the increased amount of platelet plasma membrane in other HGPS platelets.